
Dealing With Your Overwhelming Negative Thoughts 
(before it’s too late!) 

Why am I saying “before it’s too late”? Well, your negative thoughts can lead you down a 
very slippery slope into depression, anxiety and burn-out. Your thoughts can also push 
people away and leave you isolated and fraught with distress when you are the most 
vulnerable. Most of the time people play out stories in their heads, rather than being solidly 
grounded in reality’s present situation. You will wear yourself out quickly. Read on for 
some useful strategies that anyone can learn to apply immediately. 

Something very useful to do is to pair every “negative” thought with a “positive” thought. 
For example, saying this to yourself or someone else: “even though I can’t stand this 
anymore, I am learning how to manage myself”.  

Language is really helpful here so may I recommend omitting any use of the word “but” 
and using the present progressive form of the verb (-ing verb). It might sound trivial; 
however, research has really shown how very helpful and important this is to shift 
perceptions about you and help you develop a more robust self-esteem! 

Another useful strategy is to jot down positive beliefs you hold about the world around you 
and yourself in particular. If you have trouble coming up with a list, listen to the positive 
things that others say about you or your situation and jot those statements down. Even if 
you disagree with them right now, you will be able to use them effectively to counter your 
negative thoughts. 

A useful and helpful book is Richard Carson’s “Taming your Gremlin: A Guide to Enjoying 
Yourself”. I can’t recommend it highly enough. 

One of the things I want to ask you right off the bat is, “Whether these overwhelming 
negative thoughts are something you have been struggling with for a long time?” If it is, 
now probably isn’t the best time to tackle this even if it is troubling. Wait until your 
caregiving is more stable and then devote yourself to “fixing” the situation. Even if you 
don’t know that it is fixable, it is, however, it takes diligence and commitment. Getting some 
counselling can help you learn how to shift and change these crippling beliefs more 
speedily than doing it on your own. 

However, if this is a new situation for you, you already have the skills to get this under 
control quickly. You might not believe me yet, however, I want you to know that you have 
effectively been managing your life in the past. Now is the time to pull forward these same 
strategies and apply them again in your new situation.  
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